“The Bulletin”

Please Participate!

October, 2001
President’s Message
It seems the year is really moving along.
It is already time to be thinking of our
December meeting party and the renewal
of memberships. First, for those members
who may have been unable to join us in
the past because they have been busy on a
Thursday evening, remember that the
December meeting is moving to Tuesday,
December 11. There are no plans to
change arrangements from last year, so
you can get a head start and see Treasurer
Len Kuenzig with your money and menu
selection. It’s still $6 for a Chicken
Dinner (with white or dark meat) or $8
for a Rib Dinner. Remember to specify
french fries, baked potatoe or rice.
While you’re at it, you can also pay
membership and renew dues for 2002…
still only $10 for the year.
The North York Executive is reminded of
its next meeting on November 14,
7:00pm at the usual location.
If you are now on the Internet, send an email to me at “p.petch@home.com”.
This will allow us to send you any lastminute announcements. Phone calls are
welcome on my cell at 416-303-4417 and
on my home phone at 416-745-3067
(leave a voice message if you can’t get
through).

The next meeting of the North York Coin Club will be held on Tuesday, October
23, 2001, at the Edithvale Community Centre, 7 Edithvale Drive. We start gathering
about 7:30pm with meeting start scheduled for 8:00.
This will be a member participation meeting. Please bring along an item or two from
your collection and do a short “show and tell” for the other members on your topic of
interest.
We have a small listed auction this month and you are encouraged to bring additional
auction material for this meeting as well as items to go into a listed auction next
month.

Coming Events
Stratford 39th Annual Coin Show,
Oct. 21, 10am-4pm at the Victorian Inn
on the Park, 10 Romeo St. N. Dealers,
draw, penny sale, free admission. Contact Dorothy Mason, (519) 565-5354.

39th Annual Tillsonburg Coin Show,
Nov. 11, 9am-4pm at the Tillsonburg
Community Centre Complex, 45 Hardy
Rd.
Admission $1. Contact Wayne
MacFarlane (519) 842-6666.

Torex, Oct. 27-28 at the Pearson Ballroom, Primrose Hotel, 111 Carlton St.
Show and Auction. Sat. 10am-5pm;
Sun. 10am-3pm Daily admission $5.
Coins, paper money, cards, books, supplies, pens, watches, militaria. Contact
Brian Smith, (416) 861-9523, e-mail
brian@torex.net. Web site: http://www.
torex.net.

50th Annual Windsor Fall Coin Show,
Nov. 11 at the Caboto Room of the
Caboto Club, Parent Ave. and Tecumseh
Rd. E. $1 Admission includes hourly
door prizes and a grand prize draw ticket,
juniors 12 and under free. Free parking.
Contact: Margaret Clarke, (519) 7350727
(Continued on page 2)

Coin Show Hosted By Waterloo and
South Wellington School Coin Clubs,
Nov. 4, 9:30am-4pm at the Colonel
John McCrea Legion, York Rd. Free
admission and parking, 36 tables, penny
draw prizes and lunch counter. Contact
Don Robb, (519) 888-9655.

Next Meeting:
October 23
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Meeting News from the September 26 Meeting
The 466th meeting of the North York
Coin Club was held on Tuesday, September 25, 2001 at the Edithvale Community
Centre, 7 Edithvale Dr., Willowdale, Ont.
The Chair opened the meeting at 8:02 pm
and welcomed 21 members and 4 guests.
Len Keunzig was present to collect the
$8.00 pot in the On Time Attendance
Draw. It’s back to $2.00 for the October
meeting.
Minutes of the June 26, 2001 meeting
were read by the Secretary and approved
by the Chair.
Applications for membership have been
received from Mark Lowe for membership J513 and David Giannone for membership J514, both of North York. The
Mint Box was passed to these two juniors.
The Chair listed the coming events.
Dr. Marvin Kay, as Delegate to the CNA
Convention, gave an interesting overall
report which included the following highlights: The Societe Numismatique de
Quebec won the Best Local Club Newsletter—next year there will be three
prizes for Club Newsletters. Also next
year will be the best ‘non-local’ newsletter as well as a prize for the best club web
site on the World Wide Web. The next
annual meeting and convention will be
held in Vancouver.
Paul Petch showed still pictures of the
Convention events and the Quebec City
environs on a television connected to his
digital camera.
Roger Fox reported a great meeting of the
Canadian Tire Coupon Collectors at the
convention with 31 attending and others
coming and going. They have been given
the honour of hosting a Canadian Tire
Coupon display at the Money Museum
for three months and this will open to the
public on Oct. 18. It will feature a comparison with standard Canadian money
based on production methods and quality.

The focus of the exhibit is on Youth and
is intended to promote their interest.
Over-printed 5-cent Canadian Tire
specimens have been produced and will
be given out to visitors.
The Chair announced Paul Johnson has
agreed to serve as Chairman of the
Nominating Committee. The Chair
stated he would not be running again
but is willing to continue as Editor.
Rick Craig introduced Dick Dunn as
speaker for the evening. Dick is a wellknown paper money collector but for
this evening he focused on other types
of paper money, which ranged from Canadian Tire money, store coupons, bank
documents and cheques, bank reply
cards, municipal trade notes, ATM test
money and stamps as well as political
notes. His casual, humorous and interesting presentation was well received
and Paul presented him with a Certificate of Appreciation.

More Coming Events. . .
(Continued from page 1)

TICF - The International Coin Fair,
Nov. 16-18 at the Ramada Inn & Convention Centre. Features over 40 tables of
Canada’s finest numismatic dealers.
Charles Moore Numismatic Auction.
Sponsor/Affiliate: Canadian Coin News.
Contact Paul Fiocca, (905) 646-7744,
fiocca@trajan.com. Website: http://www.
trajan.ca/ticf.html
Coin-A-Rama, Niagara Falls, Nov. 24,
9am-4pm at Our Lady of Peace Hall,
6944 Stanley Ave. Highlights include
free gold draw, free parking. Admission
$2. Contact NICF, (905) 356-5006.
Ontario Numismatic Association Annual Convention, Bourse floor April 1314 at the London Four Points Sheraton
Hotel, 1150 Wellington Rd. South. Admission $3. Hosted by the Ingersoll Coin
Club.

Refreshments served by Roger Fox
were much appreciated
Lucky Draw winners were: Lucille
Colson,
Norm
Belsten(2), Paul
Petch, Len Keunzig, Paul Johnson,
John
Regitko,
Dick Dunn, Italo
Villella, and Leon
Saraga.
Albert
Kasman sold the
tickets and Roger
Fox ran the draw
that brought proceeds amounting
to $25.00. There
was no auction.
There being no
further business
the meeting closed
at 9:40 p.m.
ONA Editor John Regitko “interviews” guest speaker Dick
Dunn following his talk while members and guests examined
Dick’s fine display during the break.
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Listed Auctions
Bring any material you would like to
sell by listed auction in November to
the October meeting and give it to Rick
Craig. The items should be presented
for consideration in person in an
ordinary envelope showing your name,
phone number and your estimated value
(i.e., reserve bid). Rick is assisting us
by assuring consistent descriptions of
quality and by pegging fair starting
amounts for the listing in the bulletin.

Question of the Month
The October question of the month was
actually answered a few months ago
during a guest speaker’s presentation.
If you’ve been attending meetings and
have a good memory you don’t have to
be a specialist in the subject to know
“Who is generally recognized as being
the first medalist?”
Last month your editor reported that
while scanning some coin books he
was reminded of a particular coin which
was produced not only to serve as
money, but was also intended to serve
as a basis of weight and measure.

Page 3
October Meeting Auction List

Starts at
1) Original 1894 Illustrated History of Coins & Tokens of Canada by P.
N. Breton. Paper covers , uncut, as often found for this version of
Breton's work. Est $35.00 .........................................................................$18.00
2) Collection of original CNA Bulletins from June 1950 to Dec 1955.
These are the scarce predecessors to the CNA Journals as we know
them today. Some issues missing, but very desirable. Est. 45.00 ................20.00

Dr. Marvin Kay met the challenge of
identifying the coin with his answer that
it is the so-called “Cartwheel” that was
produced in England in 1797.

Remember A Rarity

When Matthew Boulton produced the
massive 1797 “Cartwheel” coinage for
England, he intended that in addition to
their utility as coins, they be used for
gauging weights and measures.
Boulton explained, “I intend there shall
be a coincidence between our Money,
Weight and Measures, by making 8 two
penny pieces to be 1 pound and to
measure 1 foot; 16 one penny pieces to
be 1 pound and 17 one penny pieces to
measure 2 feet; 32 half-pence to be 1
pound, and 10 half-pence to measure 1
foot."

The 1797 “Cartwheel” produced by Matthew Bolton at his Soho Mint

The Royal Canadian Mint has again chosen the 90th anniversary of a coining event
to issue a commemorative. The silver dollar of 1911 theme follows the celebration
of the first coins struck at Ottawa in 1908.
The issuing in 1998 of a specimen set
commemorative, first in a disappointing
antique format, then in a proof format,
marked the first time the mint celebrated
its own coins.
This new offering recalls a time of early
mint expansion as large-denomination silver and gold coinage was being considered
for Canada. As with early gold coinage of
the period, patterns and test strikings exist,
and it is by following the format of the
“king” of Canadian coin rarities that the
mint now offers its most recent coin collector commemorative. As with the 1998
set, I think the centennial would have been
more appropriate timing.
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Rambler -- The Bicycle That Became A Car
by Arlie R. Slabaugh
In 1879 English-born Thomas B.
Jeffery began selling a bicycle in the
United States, which was assembled
from parts made in England. It was
called the Rambler and was such a success that in 1881 a partnership was
formed between Jeffery and Philip Gormully. This was the Gormully and
Jeffery Manufacturing Company whose
name will be observed on the medal
illustrated below along with a view of
the Rambler Bicycle. This large sized
medal was issued for the World’s Columbian Exposition held in
Chicago
in
1893 and depicts on the
other side one
of the better
known attractions of the
Fair, the Ferris
Wheel. Made
of gun metal,
Thomas B. Jeffery
this is a rather
scarce medal.
There are several types of these large
size Columbian Exposition medals but
this one has particular interest because
it illustrates a bit of history behind what
is now the American Motor Company.
It will be noted on the medal that Gormully and Jeffery had branches in Chicago, Boston, Washington,
New York and Coventry,
England. The latter, of
course, was the source for
the English parts.
In 1895 Thomas Jeffery and
his son, Charles, saw the
first automobile race held in
America, sponsored by the
Times-Herald newspaper of
Chicago, and won by the
Duryea. The possibilities of
motor versus pedal power for transportation was not lost upon the Jefferys.
They sold their bicycle interests to the
American Bicycle Company in 1899
and reorganized as Thomas B. Jeffery
and Company, of which Thomas B.,

Charles T. and Harold W. Jeffery were
the officers.
The Sterling Bicycle Plant in Kenosha,
Wisconsin was purchased and remodelled as a factory to build the car. Two
teem cars, Models A and B, were built
in 1901 by the Jefferys but with their
steering wheel, front engine and radiator they were considered too radical to
place on the market! In 1902 a more
conventional tiller-driven version was
exhibited at the Chicago Coliseum
Automobile Exposition (one of the first
automobile shows in the country and
where Chicago auto shows continued to
be held until the McCormick Place convention Hall was recently completed;
the Coliseum is built of stones from the
notorious Libby Prison of Civil War
fame that were transported here to exhibit at the Chicago World’s Fair). The
car was an immediate success and 1500
Ramblers were sold of their first production model in 1902 to make the
Rambler the world’s second massproduced car, a year after Olds but a
year ahead of Ford.
The first cars were priced at $750 and
$825 but by 1910, the year of Thomas
B. Jeffery’s death, the car had moved to
a higher price bracket, at over $3000.
The Rambler had an excellent reputation among early cars, and when in

1914 the Jeffery heirs decided to drop
the Rambler name and bring out a new
model under ‘v-he Jeffery name, it continued to sell as well as the Rambler.
Trucks were also produced, many of
which were used in World War I. The

Jeffery name did not continue for long,
however, as in 1916 Charles W. Nash,
left as head of the Buick Division of
General Motors to buy out Jeffery. The
Jeffery continued until the fall of 1917
when the name was changed to Nash.
The Rambler name was resurrected in
1950 for a small economy car. When
Nash merged with Hudson in 1954, due
to drop in sales and financial troubles of
both firms (Charles Nash, one of the
geniuses of the American automobile,
who had kept his firm more solvent
than General Motors during the Great
Depression of the 1930’s, was no
more), the name of the firm was
changed to American Motors with
George Romney as president (now
Governor-Elect of Michigan). Both the
Hudson and Nash names were dropped
and the bicycle that became a car has its
name returned to designate another car
of the firm. The Rambler is today a
flourishing business in Kenosha, Wisconsin, and is the state’s largest employer.
Among interesting oddments of the
Rambler, it may be noted that in 1908
the company installed-led more than
5000 road signs at a time when road
markers were unknown. One of its cars
became known as the JefferyChesterfield because in 1915 there appeared in Saturday Evening Post a combined
Jeffery car and Chesterfield cigarette ad, which
was the first magazine advertisement that openly
showed a woman smoking
a cigarette. General Motors cars have “bodies by
Fisher”. Rambler, Jeffery
and Nash car bodies were
made by the W. S. Seaman
Company of Milwaukee.
Reprinted from the TAMS Journal,
Vol. 2 No. 5, for November/December
1962
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Changing Our Change Makes No Cents?
The Royal Canadian Mint keeps it’s
eyes on our money. Ever since it became a Crown Corporation, it is everalert to turning a profit while maintaining its reputation as one of the great
mints of the world.
It has been through innovation at the
mint that we have seen both the one and
two dollar bills become pocket change.
The mint recognized an opportunity,
went after it and has successfully displaced those bank note companies who
used to print these low-denomination
notes. Ultimately these changes have
been to Canada’s general benefit.
On the horizon is the question of if and
when the five dollar bill may fall. Also
pressing is the question of how long
will our lowly one-cent continue to exist. An article in the Business section of
the Sunday, October 14, 2001 Toronto
Star addressed the one-cent question,
and shared some interesting discoveries. Here is the article by Rob Ferguson, Business Reporter.
Pennies are the Rodney Dangerfield of
coins—they get no respect. Just think
for a moment. When was the last time
you bought something for one cent?
Thought so. Even penny candy costs a
nickel nowadays.
So it’s no wonder we commit indignities upon pennies that we rarely inflict
on their more valuable brethren, whose
silver and golden complexions outrank
the humble one-cent piece in the numismatic hierarchy. Only the needy, either
of luck or of the slightest remuneration,
pick pennies off the sidewalk any more.
No wonder New Zealand and Switzerland have scrapped the penny (the
Swiss called it a centime), an idea that
lurks in the minds of many Canadians.
“The value was almost nothing,” Iain
Wood, a Kiwi now living in Ottawa,
recalls of New Zealand’s move to scrap
its one- and two-cent coins a decade
ago. “It’s certainly better without them.
You don’t have as much change in your

pocket.”
At best, we toss pennies into charity
coin-collection containers like the UNICEF boxes carried by children at Halloween, causing trick-or-treat traffic
tie-ups as we painstakingly insert one
penny at a time. No more, says Bernie
Wolf, an economics professor at York
University’s Schulich School of Business, who will hand out nothing smaller
than nickels this Year. “It’s not fair to
keep the kids waiting,” he explains.
And yet, for all the scorn heaped on
pennies, just 34 per cent of Canadians
surveyed want to eliminate them, according to the most recent poll conducted 13 months ago by the Royal Canadian Mint. But even more—39 per
cent had no opinion on its future, with
just 26 per cent in favour of keeping the
penny.
This suggests, alas, that the humble
penny inspires more indifference than
love or hate. A sad state of affairs for a
coin whose monetary value, it can be
argued pales with its impact on society.
No fooling.
There’s the penny’s effect on inflation,
tax policy, charitable donations, medical research funding, government revenues and consumer confidence. Canadians and their political leaders, therefore,
would have to resolve some weighty
questions before relegating the penny to
the scrap heap, where it would enjoy a
soft landing on those old one- and
two-dollar bills. “I don’t know if there’s
an easy answer to this one,” says Randy
Scotland, vice-president of communications at the Retail Council of Canada, a
lobby group for retailers.
So, the question becomes: Is a one-cent
coin worth the bother? Whatever the
decision, a penny for your thoughts.
For starters, think about inflation.
You’re buying bananas at the corner
greengrocer and the tab comes to $1.63.
In a world with no pennies, the shop-

keeper rounds up. You pay $1.65. No
problem for the financially comfortable,
but shoppers with fixed incomes and
low wages would feel a financial pinch.
That kind of money can add up over a
year. As they say, look after the pennies
and the dollars will take care of themselves.
“It is inflationary” on a personal scale,
Wolf says. “It certainly does hurt widows and orphans more.” The impact on
the overall inflation rate, however, is
“hard to say,” he adds, because a system that rounds up the price of some
purchases would round down others.
Which raises another question. Let’s
say those bananas came to $1.62.
Would shopkeepers be willing to round
down to $1.60?
And would the round-downs negate the
effects of the round-ups? Not necessarily. Pennsylvania State University economics professor Raymond Lombra,
testifying before the U.S. Senate Banking Committee on behalf of pro-penny
lobby group Americans For Common
Cents in 1990, said rounding up would
cost Americans another $600 million
annually. A comparable figure for Canada was not available. He called it a
“rounding tax,” something that would
damage consumer confidence, Americans for Common Cents warns on its
Web site at www.pennies.org. Noting
that rounding would only apply to cash
transactions, Lombra highlighted U.S.
Federal Reserve Board surveys that
found the poor and racial minorities
make more than half of their purchases
in cash.
“It follows that the rounding ‘tax’ will
be regressive, affecting the poor and
other disadvantaged groups proportionately,” Lombra told American lawmakers. Whether it’s rounding up or rounding down, Scotland of the retail council
has doubts that consumers are willing to
take the chance it will work in their favour. “You’re going to get resistance to
that, I guarantee.”
(Continued on page 6)
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Now, shift from the “rounding tax” to
tax policy. Getting rid of the penny
would be a lot easier without sales
taxes, providing retailers would price
goods and services in round numbers—
like $12 instead of $11.99. Take a product that costs whatever dollars and 99
cents, add 8 per cent Ontario sales tax
and 7 per cent GST, and the purchase
price invariably ends in a pennyfriendly number.
“As long as you have sales taxes, more
often than not the price is going to end
up an uneven number,” Scotland says.
“But sales taxes are not going to go
away.”
One alternative is including taxes in the
purchase price. Fudge a penny here and
a penny there, and it’s easy to make the
final price come out to an even dollar or
a multiple of five, so the smallest denomination coin you’ll receive in
change is a nickel. Economists call this
an embedded tax. The price you see is
the price you pay. They’re popular in
Europe and Asia and that’s also how
they do it at Ontario’s liquor and beer
stores.
But there are opponents to embedded
taxes, and their argument, in these
tax-sensitive times, is that Canadians
should track every penny they pay so
they don’t become complacent about
the tax bite. “It’s important for the public to know what the government is taking,” says Ted Mallett, chief economist
and director of research at the Canadian
Federation of Independent Business.
Many consumers may not realize, for
example, that 81 per cent of the price of
a bottle of liquor in Ontario goes to provincial and federal taxes, with Ontario
getting 60 per cent and the feds 21 per
cent. That adds up to $24.30 from a $30
bottle of gin. The remaining 19 per
cent, or $5.70, goes to the supplier.
Charities also rely on pennies and
would hate to see them go. They don’t
track how many one-cent coins roll into
the Terry Fox Foundation for cancer
research, but Ontario director Martha
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McClew is sure they
add up to big money.
Of the $8 million
raised by the foundation in Ontario last
year, half was mostly
in coins from donations of $10 or less
for which receipts
are not sent.

Penny Trivia
• Pennies are officially
known in Canada as the
one-cent piece. Penny is a
foreign term.
• 26 per cent of Canadians want to keep the
penny, 34 per cent want to
scrap it and 39 per cent
have no opinion.
Pennies are Canada’s most popular coin. The Royal
Canadian Mint produces 900 million annually, followed by the ten-cent at 140 million.
The mint makes pennies at its Winnipeg facility,
which stamps coins for 60 other countries including
Argentina, Barbados, Mexico, Indonesia and the
United Arab Emirates.
The average Canadian household is hoarding $24
worth of pennies. Pennies are made of 94 per cent
steel, 1.5 per cent nickel and 4.5 per cent copper,
which forms a film around the steel.
Each penny costs nine-tenths of a cent to make.
Some pennies are worth more than others. An 1891
penny, which featured large maple leaves, is worth up
to $375.

One of the foundation’s favourite fund•
raisers is to encourage schools to hold
coin days. From pen•
nies right up to loonies and toonies, this
technique produced
$3 million last year.
•
McClew says children at Innisfil Central Public School in
Lefroy, near Barrie,
•
collected 35,000 pen•
nies in one day earlier this year. That’s
$350. “It weighed
down the springs of
our cars,” she recalls. Multiply that by
hundreds of schools across the country.

Pennies are also a great equalizer in
fundraising, McClew notes, because
even cash-strapped people can afford to
contribute. “Families are more than
happy to part with small coin.”

Every one of those 900 million pennies
makes money for the government. The
coins cost $0.009, or just under a cent,
to produce. The difference between the
cost of production and the coin’s face
value is called seigniorage and is a
source of revenue for the feds.
SO, will Canada keep the penny?

That’s not surprising given that the average Canadian household is hoarding
$24 in pennies, according to spokesperson Phil Taylor of the Royal Canadian
Mint. A quick call to Statistics Canada
reveals there are at least 10 million
households in Canada. Do the math.
There could be $240 million worth of
pennies lying around in this country,
waiting to be spent or given to charity.
Pardon the pun, but that’s sheer
loon-acy.
And it perhaps explains why the mint
makes more pennies than any other
coin, all on demand from banks and
other financial institutions. The mint’s
money factory in Winnipeg punches out
900 million pennies a year. “We hate
them, but we need them,” Taylor says.

Based on its surveys and demand for
the coin, the mint is not recommending
its elimination to the government,
which has the final decision on coinage,
Taylor says. If the government has any
thoughts to the contrary, officials aren’t
saying.
An aide to Finance Minister Paul Martin wouldn’t return a phone call from
The Star inquiring about the future of
the one-cent coin. He merely referred
the query back to the mint, which called
The Star and referred the query back to
the government.
Maybe that’s why we still have the
penny.

